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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a classical group over a field k (but exclude orthogonal and 
symplectic groups when char(k) = 2) and fix a non-identity unipotent 
element y of G. Set C = C,(y) and let U be the unipotent radical of C. Then 
U # 1 and there exist proper parabolic subgroups P of G such that C < P; it 
is even possible to arrange things so that U is contained in the unipotent 
radical of P. We are concerned with the problem of finding all parabolic 
subgroups of G that contain C. It turns out that this problem has a 
particularly nice answer and the results hold for nearly all fields. In a sequel 
to this paper we show that for suitable fields any subgroup of G containing 
C is either contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G or contains G’. 
Combining the results one obtains generation results involving centralizers of 
unipotent elements. 
Let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space and assume that V is given 
either the trivial form or a nondegenerate symplectic, orthogonal, or unitary 
form. In the symplectic and orthogonal cases we require char(k) # 2. Let G 
be the full classical group -GL(V), Sp( V), G(V), or GU( V). The unipotent 
element y determines various subspaces of V. Of particular interest are the 
following. Let a, b be nonnegative integers such that a + b is the length of a 
Jordan block of y and set 
V,,,=null space ((1 -y)“)nimage ((I -y)‘). 
For other values of a, b we set Va,6 = 0. Now, C,(y) can be expressed as a 
semidirect product, C,(y) = UL, where U is the unipotent radical of C,(y) 
and L a commuting product of classical groups (details will be given in the 
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next section). By a parabolic subgroup of G we will mean the stabilizer in G 
of a flag of the form 0 = W,, < W, < s. - < W, = V, where for each i 
Wi = Vi or Vf with Vi isotropic. 
THEOREM A. Assume that Ikl> 2 ifG=GL(V) and Ikl> 3 ifG=O(V) 
or Sp(V). Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G determined by 
o= w, < w, < **a < w,= v. 
(1) C,(y) <P if and only if each Wi is a sum of Vo,b’~. 
(2) Suppose Co(y) &P. Then U is contained in the u&potent radical 
of P if and only iffor each i, the following condition holds: V,,, < Wi implies 
V a-j,b+j, Va-j,b, Va,b+j < Wi-1 for each j. 
COROLLARY. Assume k is as in Theorem A. 
(1) C,(y) is contained in only Fnitely many parabolic subgroups of G. 
(2) If C,(y) stabilizes the proper subspace W of V, then rad( W) # 0. 
Moreover, W is a sum of V0,6’s. 
Part (1) of the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem A, while 
(2) is a corollary to the proof. (Part (1) also has an easy direct proof which 
we indicate in Section 2.) Theorem A fails to hold in some cases when G is 
not a full classical group (e.g., G = SL(V) or SO(v)). Moreover, the 
restrictions on k are essential. It is worth noting that part (1) of the corollary 
may fail to hold if G is replaced by a normal subgroup of G (say SO(v), 
rather than O(v)) or if G is replaced by an exceptional group of Lie type. 
Indeed, suppose G = E,(k), E,(k), or E,(k) with k an algebraically closed 
field and let y be a semiregular element of G that is not regular (see of [ 11). 
Then there is a parabolic subgroup P of G such that P is not a Bore1 
subgroup and such that C,(y) < Q x Z(G), where Q is the unipotent radical 
of P. Then any Bore1 subgroup of P contains C,(X). 
The normal (nilpotent) subgroup U of C,(y) appears to be of particular 
importance, although the embedding of this group in G is not well 
understood. One way to study the embedding of U in G is to study those 
parabolic subgroups P of G containing U in their unipotent radical. Unlike 
the situation of Theorem A there are typically many such parabolics 
(infinitely many if jkl = co). Let P, denote the subgroup generated by all 
such P and Pi the subgroup generated by those P containing C,(y). Clearly, 
both P,, and PE are parabolic subgroups of G canonically determined by y, 
hence containing C,(y). It is a consequence of the next result that Pi is 
actually proper in G, as is P, in many cases. 
THEOREM B. Let d be minimal such *ha; (1 - y)” = 0. 
(i) Pz leaves invariant both the image and null space of (1 - y)“- ‘. 
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(ii) Assume d is even ifG = Sp(V) and d is odd ifG = O(V). Then P, 
leaves invariant both the image and null space of (1 - .v)“- ‘. 
If G = Sp( V) or O(V) there are examples where P, = G. Another remark 
is that it is not always the case that U is contained in the unipotent radical of 
Pi (see the example in Section 5). The groups P,‘, Pi can also be defined for 
y a unipotent element of an exceptional group of Lie type. It would be 
interesting to know whether or not these groups are necessarily proper in 
that case. 
The proofs of the above results are based on the descriptions of C,(y) 
given in [I] (see Section 2 below for a summary) and three lemmas in 
Section 3. The lemmas are elementary although a considerable amount of 
(omitted) computation is required to check the last two. Section 4 contains 
the proof of Theorem A together with related results, while Theorem B is 
proved in Section 5. 
2. NORMAL FORMS AND THE STRUCTURE OF C,(y) 
Let the form on V be denoted by ( , ) and let A be the matrix of this 
form, relative to a particular basis. There is an automorphism u of k such 
that a*=1 and a sign s=&l such that for all a,/?Ek and v,, v,E Vwe 
have (au,, /3v2) = a/?“(~,, v2) = c$“E(v~, ~i)~. Then c = 1 except in the 
unitary case and we may take E = 1 in all but the symplectic case. Assume 
char(k) # 2 in the symplectic and orthogonal case. 
Let 1 be a linear transformation of V and I’ the transpose of 1. Then I E G 
if and only if I is invertible and IA/‘” = A. Let ‘u denote the corresponding 
Lie algebra: ZE 2l if and only if IA + AZ’O = 0. Then G acts on U by 
conjugation and we define a G-equivaiiant correspondence between unipotent 
elements of G and nilpotent elements of ‘u as 
1+1--l if G= GL(v), 
l-l 
l+------ 
1+1 
if G = Sp( V), O(v), or GU( V) with char(k) # 2, 
1+z 
‘+P+P”I 
if G = GU(V), char(k) = 2, and /3 E k 
satisfies /I” = p ’ # p. 
We note that the above correspondence is self-invertible in the first two 
cases. 
Fix 1 # y a unipotent element of G and let x be the image of y under the 
above correspondence. Then x is a nilpotent element of U satisfying 
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C,(y) = C,(x). There is a basis of V in which x is in Jordan form and which 
is particularly well suited to the form ( , ). For v E V we say v has order a 
(relative to x) if UX“ = 0, but vxa- ’ # 0. We require several results from 
Springer and Steinberg [ 11. 
(2.1) ((2.19)(a) of [ 11). Suppose G = GL(V) or GU(V). Then there exist 
vectors e, ,..., e, of orders d, ,..., d,, such that 9 = {eixa : 1 < i < s, 
0 < a < di} is a basis of V. If G = GU( V), then there are elements ai E k# 
such that the only nonzero values of ( , ) on a pair of elements of 3 are 
(eixa, eixdf-O-‘) = (-1)” ai (1 < i < s, 0 < a < di). 
(2.2) ((2.19)(b) of [ 1 I). Suppose G = Sp( V) or O(V). There exist vectors 
e,, fj, gj (1 < i < s, 1 <j < t) of orders di, Sj, Sj, respectively, such that 
.D = (eixa,fjxb, gjxc : 1 < i< s, 1 <j< t, 
O<a<d,,O<b,c<6,} 
is a basis of V. Moreover, there are elements a, E k# such that the only 
nonzero values of ( , ) on a pair of elements of .A? are 
(eixu, eix di-a-‘) = (-1)” ai, 
(Ax”, ,,w-‘) = &(gjX+-+q = (-1)“. 
Fix a basis 33 as in (2.1) or (2.2). The following hold: 
(2.3) ((2.20) of [ 11). (a) (-l)di = (-l)‘j-’ =--E. 
(b) If G = Sp(V), then each di is even and each Si odd. 
(c) If G = O(V), then each di is odd and each Si even. 
Set .$,=A?- Vx= {ei,fj,gj: 1 <i<s, 1 <j<t} andfor eE.?& define 
the opposite, e’, of e so that each e, is self-opposite, while for each j the 
vectors fj and gj are opposite. 
For each integer d let Md denote the direct sum of those Jordan blocks of 
x (with respect to the basis 3) of dimension d. Let j, > a.. > j, > 0 be those 
values of d so that Md # 0. In view of (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
V=Mj, 1 ... I Mj,. (2.4) 
For 1 < i < 1, let Xji = (go n Mji), the k-span of those elements of A?,, of 
order ji. Then Mji = Xii @ Xjix @ +. @Xj$-‘. It is shown in (2.12) of [l] 
that there are certain a-sesquilinear forms hi( , ) of Xii, 1 < i < < 1, 
obtained from the element x and the form ( , ) of V, so that nondegeneracy 
of V implies nondegeneracy of each space Xii. 
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For 1 < i < 1 let Li denote the full isometry group of Xji (with respect to 
hi( , )). We embed Li in GL(V) as follows. For k # i let Li be trivial of 
Mj,. The action of Li on Mji is obtained by regarding Li as a matrix group 
with respect to a fixed ordering of the basis ,9,, n Mji of Xji and letting Li 
have the same action on the basis (,9’,, n Mji) x’ of Xjixr, for 0 < r <ji. Set 
L = (L, ,**a, L,), a subgroup of GL(V). 
(2.5) (i)L = L, X ... XL,. 
(ii) L < G. 
(iii) C,(y) = C,(x) = UL, where U is the unipotent radical of U. 
Proof: (i) is obvious. From the definition it is easy to see that L < C(x). 
To prove (ii) use this together with (2.8) of [ 1 ] and the definitions of the 
forms hi ( , ). ( iii is a consequence of (2.13) and (2.8) of [ 11. ) 
(2.6) Fix 1 < i < 1. 
(a) If G = GL( V) or GU(V), then L, z GL(Xji) or GU(Xji), respec- 
tively. 
(b) If G = Sp( V), then Li E Sp(Xji) or O(Xji), according to whether ji 
is odd or even. 
(c) If G = O(V), then Li g Sp(Xji) or 0(X,>, according to whether ji is 
even or odd. 
Proof. (2.3) together with (2.12) of [ 11. 
The subspaces Mji are suffkient to describe the group L, but another set of 
subspaces will be introduced in order to describe U. Let e E 9-, of order d. 
For 0 < r < d we define the height of ex’ by ht(ex’) = 1 - d + 2r. For n > 0 
let V(“) = (/I E 9 : ht@?) > n) and set Y(O) = 0. If n, > . . . > np are the 
distinct heights of elements of 9, 
y(O) < V(“d < . . . < V(nLJ = v* 
(2.7) (i) VCn) is C,( y)-invariant for each n. 
(ii) Fix j and let Jj = V@+l)/V (“1’. Then U is trivial on Jj and viewing 
Jj as a k[L ]-module, Jj is isomorphic to a submodule Of Xj, @ *a* @3 Xj,. 
(iii) U = n$‘:,’ CcG(,,)(Jj). 
(iv) An element g E C,(y) is in U if and only iffor each e E go, e of 
order d implies eg = e + v for some v E V(2-d). 
Proof: It is not diffkult, using the definitions, to show that each V(“) is a 
sum of V,,, ‘s (we do this explicitly in (4.3). So each V(“) is a sum of C,(y)- 
invariant subspaces, proving (i). Fix e E APO with height d and consider the 
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action of C,(y) on Vd,O/(Vd,On V(2-d)). As a k[l]-module this is 
isomorphic to X,, and since LIx, normalizes no proper unipotent subgroup 
of GL(X,) we conclude [ Vd,O, U] < V,,,f? V(2-d). It follows that the 
condition in (iv) holds for each g E U. Conversely, if g E C,(x) and the 
condition in (iv) holds for each e E $,, then g is trivial on each 
vd,O/(vd,, n V(2-d)) an g is necessarily in U. Thus (iv) holds. d 
Let g E U. From (iv) and the fact that g and x commute one easily checks 
that g is trivial on Jj for each j. As n,P:d Cc,cy,(Jj) is a normal unipotent 
subgroup of C,(y), we have (iii). Finally, it is necessary to consider the 
action of L on the modules Jj. So fix j and write n = nj, m = nj+ , . The 
definitions immediately imply that each of V(“) and Vcrn) is isomorphic to the 
direct sum of its intersection with the subspaces Mji for 1 < i < 1. Moreover, 
for each i V”) n Mji has the form Mjixr for some r and Vcm) n Mji is either 
Mjixr or Mjixr-‘. Consequently V 
modules). (ii) follows. 
(m) n Mj./P) n Mji z 0 or Xii (as k[L]- , 
3. BASIC LEMMAS 
In this section we establish the basic lemmas required for the proofs of the 
theorems. The first result concerns the action of the group L x (y) on V and 
the following two lemmas deal with the action of U on V. 
(3.1) Assume Ikl > 2 if G = GL(V) and Ikj > 3 if G = O(V). Then any 
subspace of V invariant under L X (y) is a sum of subspaces of the form 
MjiX’. In particular, C,(x) leaves invariant only Pnitely many subspaces of 
V and is contained in only finitely many parabolic subgroups of G. 
ProoJ The assumptions xi k guarantee that for each 1 < i < 1, the group 
ki is nontrivial and acts irreducibly on Xii. Let R = k[L] and 
R = k[L x (y)]. The subspaces Xii, 1 < i < 1, are R-submodules of V and 
pairwise nonisomorphic (as they have different annihilators in R). Hence the 
decomposition V = Mj, @ . . . 0 Mj, is the decomposition of V into 
homogeneous VIiedderburn components and, as a result, any R-submodule is 
the direct sum of its intersection with the subspaces Mji, 1 < i < 1. 
Now view V as an x-module and let X be a submodule. As X is also an 
R-submodule, the above paragraph shows that X=X, @ .a. OX,, where for 
each i, Xi = X n Mji. On the other hand, for 1 <f < 1, the irreducibility of Xii 
as an R-module implies that Mji is a uniserial R-module, the R-submodules 
being the spaces Mjix’. This proves the result. 
The above result does put strong restrictions on those parabolic subgroups 
that contain C,(y); restrictions sufficient to yield the first part of the 
corollary to Theorem A. However, (3.1) still allows for too many parabolics 
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and suffers from being basis dependent. In order to complete the proof of 
Theorem A and obtain Theorem B we require the following technical 
lemmas. 
(3.2) Let e, f E .%9,, with orders d, 1, respectively, and assume d < 1. Then 
there exists elements a # 0 #/I, a2 ,..., a,., y, ,..., yS, w, ,..., o, of k and an 
element u E U such that u has the following action on e and f ‘, while ufixes 
all other elements of .gO : 
eu = e + afxlpd + a2 fx2C’-d’ + . . . + a, fxr(lmd) 
+ y, e”,y~d + . . . + yse”xs(lpd), 
f”u=fo+/?eo+o,fx”-d’+ ... +~,fx~“~~), 
where r, s are minimal subject to (s + l)(l- d) > d and (r + l)(l- d) > 1. 
(3.3) Let e, f E -tie and assume that each has order d. Exclude the case 
f” = efe’. Then there exist elements Of a, y. p2 . . . . . Pd. , . 
y* 1..., yd- , , w2 ,...9 w&, in k and an element u E U such that u has the 
following action on e and f O, while u fixes all other elements of .sY~ : 
eu=e$afx$/3,ex2+...+Pd~,exd-‘, 
f”u=fo+yeox+y2fx2+ . . . + ydp, fxd-’ +w2eox2 + ... +w,-,eOx”-‘. 
Proof of (3.2) and (3.3). There are various possibilities for equality 
among the elements e, f, e”, k”. Accordingly, one may take certain coef- 
ficients to be 0 in the expressions for eu and f ‘u. For purposes of proving 
the lemmas make the following assumptions: 
(3.2): 
e f e” :O=a,= . . . =a,=y,= . . . =ys=w,= ... z(j), 
e=eO,f#fO :O=a2= . . . =a,= y2= . . . =yS=02= ... =CtJr, 
(3.3): 
e# e” :o=p2= . . . =Pd-,=y2=‘--=y&I 
f#e#eO :o=p2= . . . =&-,=y2=‘-‘=yd-, 
=w2= . ..=od&. 
e=eO#f=f’:O=w,= . ..=od-.. 
Let u have the given action on go, with coefficients to be determined. If 
u E ,W,, then for u to be in C,(y) = C,(x) it is necessary that uxiu = vuxi 
for each i > 0. So define u in this way and obtain a well-defined element of 
c,,d~). BY (2.7)( iv we need only show that u E G. If G = GL(v) this is ) 
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obvious, so from now on assume that rad(V) = 0. To prove the result it must 
be shown the coefficients can be chosen so that u preserves the form. From 
the definition of u and the fact that x E 9I it suffices to show that (SU, txju) = 
(s, txj) for all s, t E {e,f, e”, f”} and for all j > 0. 
The proof is a straightforward (though very tedious) check which we omit. 
There are a number of cases to consider since various equalities among the 
elements e, f, e”,fo must be considered and one must allow for the different 
types of elements of so (as described in (2.1) and (2.2)). In choosing coef- 
ficients it is helpful to note that when c # 1, then the trace map is surjective 
to the fixed field. Also, use the conditions in (2.3) regarding the d,‘s and d;s. 
For example, in (3.2) suppose that G is not unitary and e, f are either both in 
,,..., e,} or both in (f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., gl). Then d E I (mod 2), whence 
irl)’ = (-1)“. Finally, in the unitary case we have for 1 < i ,< s : 
a, = (ei, eixdi-‘) = (eixdi-‘, ei)O = (-l)dfp’ a:. 
4. THEOREM A 
In this section we establish Theorem A and related results. The proofs are 
easy consequences of (3.1) and (3.2). Throughout the section we assume 
lk1>2 if G=GL(V) and Jk1>3 if G=O(V). Notation is as in Section2 
with one addition. Let M,,, denote the subspace M,xb. 
(4.1) Let d be the dimension of some Jordan block of y and let 0 < r < d. 
(9 Vd-r,r=“d,rOCl<dMl,rOCi>OMd+i,r+i’ 
(ii) Zf W is a C,(y)-invariant subspace of V and M,,, < W, then 
V d-r,r < w* 
(iii) If W is as in (ii), then 
[WY u] 2 Vd-r-j,r' V&r,r+j, Vd-r-jqr+j for all.i>O. 
Proof. First note that Vd-r,r is C,(y)-invariant, so by (3.1) Vd-r,r is a 
sum of certain Ma,b ‘s. Let f E L??. of order m and suppose 0 # fx” E v&,,,. 
Then s > r and s + d - r > m. For d > m the second condition is implied by 
the first, and for d < m the reverse is true. Combining these remarks with the 
fact that it40,b < IV,,, when b > c, we obtain (i). 
Suppose W is C,(y)-invariant and iUd,r < W. Fix e E so of order d. Then 
ex” E W. Now let f E go of order h # d. By (3.2) there exists an element 
ZJ E U such that u fixes each element of go - {e) having order d and 
eu = e + of+ u0 for some u. E (9 - {e,f}), where a # 0 and f”=f or fxhpd 
according to whether h ( d or h > d. Consequently, [ex’, U] has non-zero 
coefficient offi’. Since W is C,(x) invariant, (3.1) implies that W > Mh,r or 
A4 h,h-d+r, according to whether h < d or h > d. Hence, (ii) follows from (i). 
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Let W be as in (ii) and set W, = [ W, U]. The normality of U in C,(y) 
implies that W,, is C,(y)-invariant. We have Md,r+, = [M,,,,y] < 
[W,U]= w,, so A4 d,r+j < W,, for all j> 1. By (ii) we conclude that 
V d-r-j,r+j < W, for allj > 1. The argument of the previous paragraph shows 
that for each h E {j, ,..., j,} - id), M,,,rS W,, if h < d and Mh,h-d+r ,< W,, if 
h,> d. Then (ii) implies that V,_,,,< W, if h < d and Vd-r.h+d+r< W, 
when h > d. (iii) follows. 
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose C,(y) < P, where P is the parabolic 
subgroup determined by the flag 0 = W, < W, < ... < W,. Fix 0 < i < k. By 
(3.1), Wi is a sum of spaces of the form IM~,~. On the other hand, if 
Md,r< Wi, then (4.1) shows that Md,r< Vd-r,r < Wi. Thus each Wj is a 
sum of Vo,b’~. Since each V,,, is C,(y)-invariant, (i) holds. 
Suppose C,(y) < P. The unipotent radical of P is the intersection of the 
kernels of the action of P on the spaces Wi/Wi-, , 1 < i < k. So U is 
contained in the unipotent radical of P if and only if [ Wi, U1 < Wi-, for 
1 < i < k. Fix i and assume this commutator condition holds. If V,,b < Wi, 
then (4.l)(iii) shows that the condition in (2) also holds. Now suppose that 
0 # V,,, < Wi and that the condition in (2) holds. By (4.1)(i), 
Va,b = Ma+b.b @ cc<, Mctb,b 0 cc>0 i&+b+=, b+c’ The second term is 
contained in C>,, Va-j,b, while the third is contained in xi,,, Va,b+j. So the 
supposition implies that V,,, = II~~+~,~ + (If,,, n Wj- ,). Since we also have 
M o+b,b+l S v,-i,b+i < wiPi, (27)(iii) yields [v,,b, U] < Wi-,, and (2) is 
proved. 
The following result includes part (2) of the Corollary and describes 
reducible subgroups of G containing C,(y). 
(4.2) (i) If W is a proper C,(y)-invariant subspace of V, then W is a sum 
of Vo,b’~ and rad(W) # 0. 
(ii) Suppose C,(y) <X < G and that X acts reducibly on V. Then X 
is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of G and there is a normal 
unipotent subgroup Y of X such that Y f~ U # 1. 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds and let X be as in (ii). Let W be a proper X- 
invariant subspace of V. Then rad( w) # 0. Hence, X Q P, where P is the 
stabilizer of rad(W), a parabolic subgroup of G. Let Y be the intersection of 
X and the unipotent radical Q of P. As y is unipotent, 1 # C,(y) < U, so 
Y n U # 1. Therefore, it suffices to prove (i). 
Let W be C,( y)-invariant, 0 < W < V. As in the proof of Theorem A we 
see that W is a sum of Va,b’s. Assume rad(W) = 0. Then G # GL(V). By 
(4.1) there exists 0 # Md,r < W. Choose d to be maximal for this. Obviously 
r < d - 1, so Md,d-, Q W. From (2.1) and (2.2) we have (Md,d- ,)l= Md , @ 
Cd,+dMd,. So rad(FV) = 0 together with (3.1) implies that M, < W. As i is 
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C&)-invariant, (4.l)(ii) yields Vd,O < W. In particular, Md+i,i < W for all 
i > 0. The maximality of d forces d = max(j, ,...,j,} and this forces 
V= Vd,O < W < V, a contradiction. Thus, (i) holds. 
In the next two results we describe the subspaces V’“j’ in terms of the 
Va,b’~ and give necessary and sufficient conditions for a sum of Va,6’s to be 
isotropic. 
(4.3) For 1 <j<p, V’“j)=CVa,b, the sum ranging over all a, b with 
b-a>nj- 1. 
Proof v”‘j’ = (ex” E 3’: ht(ex*) > nj). Say e E 9,, has order d. Then 
ex* E V(“j) if and only if 1 - d + 2b > nj. Now ex* E V(“i) implies 
Md,* < Y(“j) and (by (4.1)(i)) Vdmb,* < V(“i). The result follows 
(4.4) Assume that G # GL(V). 
(i) Let d E {j, ,..., j,}. Then Md,r is isotropic if and only if V,-,,, is 
isotropic. 
(ii) For a + b E {j, ,..., jl}, Va,* is isotropic ifand only if a -b < 0. 
(iii) Let W = Ci= 1 Vah,**, with each Va,,*,, # 0. Then W is isotropic if 
andonlyifb,-a,>Ofor l<h<n. 
Proof. Let d E {j, ,..., j,}. One checks that Md r is i:otropic if and only if 
r > d/2. By (4.1)(i) and (2.4), V,-,,, is isotropic ‘if and only if for all j > 0, 
Md-j.r and Md+j,r+j are isotropic. Consequently, M,,, is isotropic if and 
only if V,-,,, is isotropic and both these conditions are equivalent to 
d - 2r < 0. This gives (i) and (ii). 
Suppose W = CJ’= i Vah,bh with each VO,,*, # 0. By (4.1)(i) each Vo,,*,, is a 
sum of terms Md,r and (2.4) shows that Md,,r, and Md2,12 are perpendicular 
for d, # d,. So W is isotropic if and only if all terms Md,r that occur are 
isotropic. Therefore, (iii) follows from (i), (ii), and (4.1)(i). 
5. THEOREM B 
In this section we establish Theorem B. Let P be any parabolic subgroup 
of G such that U < Q, where Q is the unipotent radical of P. Assume that P 
is determined by the flag 0 = W,, < W, < ... < W, = V. 
(5.1) Suppose G = GL(V). Then VCnp-l’ = W, for some z. 
Proof. Choose z minimal such that V(“p-1) < W, and suppose the 
containment proper. It is then possible to choose v E W, - V(‘+l) such that 
v is a linear combination of elements of 9 with nonzero coefficients only for 
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elements of ~9 - I/“‘~~l) =.Y?,, - V(npmlJ. That is, L’ is a sum of scalar 
multiples of elements of A90 of height nP. Fix such an element e and an 
arbitrary element u0 of V(nn-l). Define an element u E G such that 
eu = e + ut,, fu = f for all fC .8,, - {e}, and /3x’u = @xi for all p E .90 and 
i > 0. Then u E C,(y) and by (2.7)(“‘) 111 we have u E V. Since [v, U] is a non- 
zero multiple of o,,, we conclude that [IV,, V] > V(npml). But [ WZ, V] < 
[ W,, Q] < W, ~, , against the minimality of z. This is a contradiction. 
Let d be minimal such that (1 -Y)~ = 0. 
(5.2) Assume that d is even if G = Sp( V) and that d is odd if G = O(V). 
Then V(“l’ = W, for some z. 
Proof: Choose z maximal subject to Wz < V’nl) and suppose the 
containment is proper. Let u E Wz+ i - Vnl). Then [u, V] < [ Wz + , , V] < 
I@‘:+,,Ql<Wz<V . (nl) Express n in the basis .B as u = ci u,x”’ + ... + 
c, vmxry where each coefficient is nonzero and each vi E ~9~. For 1 < i < m 
let ui have order hi. Then [u, y] = 2 ci[zlix’i, y] and one checks (using the 
expression relating x and y given in Section 2) that for each i there exist 
elements di, # 0, diz,..., difi in k such that [nix”, JJ] = C dijuixrlfj. 
Fix EE .APO and let i, ,..., i, be those subscripts such that uij = 2. Reorder so 
that a = ri, < .a. ( ri,. Then [v, y] has nonzero coefficient of Zxaxa+‘. On the 
other hand, [o, y] E V(“l’. It follows that either ,x0+’ = 0 or e’ has order d, 
where d =j, = max { j, ,..., j, , } and a = d - 2. Consequently, we may rewrite v 
as v = ciu,x h,-I + ... + Cg*Xhh-’ + Cb+,Ubfl (xd-2 + ah+lXd-‘) + ... 
+ c,n,(xd-* + arxdP1), where hi < d if and only if 1 < i < b, ci # 0 for 
1 <i<r, and a,Ekfor bf 1 <i<r. 
Fix f, E AYO arbitrary subject to the condition that f0 has order d. We 
claim that fOxd-’ E [v, V]. If this holds, then letting f0 vary we obtain 
V”l) < [v, V] < Wz, a contradiction. So (5.2) will be proved once the claim 
is established. 
First assume that b=r; that is, u=c~u~x~~~’ + ... + cbubxhhm’. Set 
e = v, and apply (3.2) to get an element u E V such that uiu = ui for i > 1, 
while eu = e + afoxdmhl + u,, where a#0 and u xhl-’ = 0. Then 
u ~~1-l~ = ~lxhI-’ + afxd-’ I and [u, U] = c, afood- # 0: which gives the 
claim. Now assume b < r. 
Set e = vb+ , . The hypotheses on d imply that f. =A and e = e”. In 
particular we can apply (3.3) to the pair (e, f,) and obtain an element u E V 
such that u is trivial on ,90-{e,fo}, eu=e+olf,x+u,, and 
fou=fo+yex+v2, where a#0 and O=u xd-‘=v xdm2. Then 
[v, u] = 6,exd-’ + 6, foxd-‘, where 6, # 0 afd 6, ;O only if 
f, E I%+ ,,..*7 ur). So for purposes of proving the claim we may now assume 
thatf, E IQ+ 1 ,..., v,}. Here we can apply (3.3) to the pair (f,, fo), obtaining 
an element U, E V such that u, is trivial on go - (f,} and Jon, = 
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fo+a,f,x+u3~ wherea,#Oand~3xd-2=0.Butthen(f,xd-’)~[u,u,]~ 
[v, U], as required. 
(5.3) Assume that either d is odd and G = Sp(V) or d is even and 
G = O(V). IfC,(y) <P, then W, = V(“l’. 
Proof: We have [ W, , U] < [ W, , Q] = 0, so in particular W, < C,(y). 
Suppose v E W, - V (nl) Since [v,y] =0 we may write u=c~u~x~~-’ +.
. . . +c,u,xhf-‘, where u ,,..., uI are distinct elements of 9,,, ci # 0 for 
l<i<Z, and uI has order hi for l<i&Z. Order so that h,<d and let 
fE 9,, with f of order d. Apply (3.2) to obtain an element-u E U such that 
u, 24 = v, + afXd-h’ + z)O and f”~=fo+~u~+voo, where 0 # a E k, 
00x hl-’ = 0, and ~~~~~~~ = 0. Moreover, u is trivial on 9. - {v,,f’). Then 
[v, u] = yfxd-’ for some y # 0. This contradicts [W,, U] = 0. Hence 
w, < W(““. 
The hypotheses on d imply that C,(y) induces Sp(V’“l’) on Vcnl) (see 
(2.6)), and so this action is irreducible (note that we are not assuming 
hypotheses on Ikl as in Theorem A). As C,(y) <P, it follows that 
W, = V(“l) as asserted. 
Theorem B follows immediately from (5.1)-(5.3) once we observe the 
following : d = max {j ,,..., j,}, V(1 -Y)~-’ = V(‘l), (1 -Y)~-’ has kernel 
V(n~-~), and V(n~-l) = V (‘1” if V is nondenerate. 
We conclude with an example illustrating how U can fail to be in the 
unipotent radical of P,. Let dim(v) = 8 and suppose that y has Jordan 
blocks of lengths 6 and 2. Then V = M, 1 M, and we let {e) = M, n 90, 
{f } = M, n 90. Order the basis 9 of V so that 9 = {u, ..., us}, where 
u, = ex5, v2 = ex4, v3 =fx, v4 = ex3, v5 = ex2, us =f, v, = ex and us = e. 
This ordering respects the height relation and C GL(I.I(~) consists of all inver- 
tible matrices of th< 
a 
a5 al 0 a 
a4 a5 0 a, a 
PI P2 P3 0 0 P 
a2 a4 a6 a5 al 0 a 
al a2 a3 014 a5 a6 a7 a 
and U consists of all such matrices with a =/3 = 1. Set Xi = (vl ,..., vi) for 
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1 < i < 8. Then V(‘l) = X, and V(‘Q-l) = X,. Let P,, P, denote the minimal 
parabolic subgroups of GL( V) = G stabilizing all but X,, X,, respectively. 
Then C,(V) < P,, P, and U is contained in the unipotent radical of each of 
P,, P, . But choosing u E U with a, # 0 we see that U is not contained in the 
unipotent radical of (P2, P3). Similar remarks apply if, for example, we take 
G to be Sp(V’). Of course, one must put conditions on the entries in the 
above matrix, but (3.3) guarantees that we may choose an element of U with 
a, # 0. 
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